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TWO-PARAMETER CHART FOR SELECTING EMPIRICAL
DENSITY FUNCTIONS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Suppose one wishes to study sorne statistical characteristics

of a particular population. In order to obtain a reasonable (statistical)

interpretation, he may need to know the distribution of that randorn

variable. This thesis presents a rnethod for deterrnining the density

function (distribution) which corresponds to each population.

The steps are as follows:

I. Collect a set of data Xi, (i = I ,2,. tt), as a sarnple

of size n from the population. (Techniques of sampling rnay be

used. ) The data may be obtained from sorne sort of experirnents.

Z. Compute X (sarnple rnean) and ,2 (sarnple variance)

frorn the observed values of X.

3. Transforrn the o1d observed values of X. to new ones
I

t. , whe re
1

t. = (X.-X)/r, i=1,?,.. n.

By the above transforrnation, the variable t would have

(1. 1)



zero salTrple rnean and unit sarnple variance.

Frorn no\1, on, we will use the values of trs to cornpute the

two rnornents o 3 and o 4, where

(r.z)
n

I \.ka, -z ) t-.-, k= I,?,3,4.KnlJl
i= I

The two pararneters which will be used in the Iater discussion

are 0 and ": These are rational functions of o3 and o4,

which we will discuss in the follow:ing chapters.

4. Locate the (0, o: ) point on a rselection chart'. The

different regions of the chart correspond to different types of density

f unctions.

5. Determine the pararneters of that type of density function

which has been selected by reference to the rselection chart'.



CHAPTER II

DETERMINATION OF PARAMETERS

The Pearson tr.requency Functions are to be found arnong the

solutions of the differential equation,

(2. 1) 1eI a-t
vdt Z' bo+bf+bzt

under the restriction that !

(2.2)

where y = f (t) is a solution; r and s are the extreme values of

the variable t, provided that the first (n + 1) mornents over this

range exist.

By integrating both sides of (2.11 after rnultiplying by
?

(bo + blt + bzt')tn.f.(tl, we have

where y = f(t) is a probability density function.

(bo+b,t+ b*zftn.r(t)l - o
It="

7rS ^ 1 ,rrS

J",oo+brt +bztzft'. SI u, = .f"t"-t)t'.r(t)dtrr

t/
See Appendix 6. 2
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(bo+blt+b 
rrz1tnt1r1 l r=, J?"uot"- 

l+(n+ r)brt'+(n+2)brtn* l1 
r1,; at

= J"1at'-t'+l)r(r)a, .

r

ok = J"rorl,lut (k = o, I ,2,. . .)
r

Integrating by parts on the left side,

The first expression vanishes by (z.z). Then we obtain

(2. 3) tb,o.r_ 
r+(n+ 

I )b, arr*(n*Z)b.on+1+aorr-orr+ I = 0

where

we call (2.31 the recursion formula for the moments.

since we had stated in chapter I that the variable had been

normalized (i. e. for the variable t, ol = 0 and oZ = l), w€

obtain simultaneous equations in a, b0, b, and bz by setting

n = 0, 1,2 and 3.

(2. 4) b,

(2.5) Oo + 3bz

ta = Q

-t

(2.6) ,b,. * 4bra, * a -- a3

(2.7) 3b0+4bl a, * 5bro4 + ^r3 = o4



For these four equations, the solution is

-(,3
a = 715'1

r^ _ lte +z
"o - 4(n-fo- r)

(2.8)
L - 

o3

"t - z({e- t)

.r^ _ rte-z
"z - 4(\te-1)

where 0 is a paremeter which depends on the two moments, o3

and a. .
4

zo4- o3 - I
(z. e) 0 = 36 (

a *3
4

We see that in order f.or (2.8) to be valid, the value of e

rnust be different frorn one. The case 0 = I, will be included in

the later discussion of the differential equation (2. l).

Note that /

(2. l0) o<e<36.

For the whole discussion in the following chapters, the two

! 
""" 

Section 6. I, Appendix I.
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pararrreters 0 and o3 wiII be considered. Corresponding to all

possibilities and relations of these pararneters, there will be various

types of density functions.

It is useful to rnake the prelirninary staternents, for the inte-

gration of" (2. I) and the development of the various forms of f(t)

that arisel

l. We rnust have f (t) > 0, over the range of variable t.

Z. The

variation must

the constant of

area under the curve

be finite. This being

integration so that the

y = f(t) over the range of

true then we always deterrnine

area is unity.

3. The range of t

one for which (I) and (Zl

t = 0.

for ,3 =

t=0.

in each case is taken

may be secured which

as the rnaxirnurn

contains the point

It

-k

4. is sufficient throughout to take

is the reflection of that for oj

0 since the curve

through the line

oz Z

-k

One consequence which we can

cannot vanish for any kind of Pearson

mornent of fourth order does exist.

obtain frorn (2. 8) is that bO

Frequency Function whose



CHAPTER III

CHART AND SUMMARIZED TABLE OF DENSITY FUNCTIONS

The chart that had been set up in this chapter depends on the

two paraneters 0 and ": which are rational functions of3 rat runcrlons or o3

and a . The horizontal axis is the 0-axis which has the range
4

of values frorn zero to 7.84. The region forwhich 7.84 < e < 35

is called the "Heterotypic Arear'. The nature of solutions to (l.I)

in this region wi}l be discussed in Section 6.8, Appendix I. The

vertical axis is the o!-^*i". Since a- is real, then ,: is a5 3 -3

non-negative quantity. And the range of ": is [0,*). In the

chart, the maximum value of ": is about twelve units.

on the rselection chartr , there are six curves. The equations

for these are

0=0

0=I

0=4
2

'i=o
Zoi=e-+

and 
"zrtznt-e-zl = 4({e+z)(lfe -Dz .

The last curve is tangent to the line ol = O at the point 0 = l,
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and has the line g = 4/9 as its asyrnptote. These six curves divide

the region 0 < O < 7.84, and ol , O, into srnall areas. Each5-
area contains the points which correspond to a specific type of prob-

ability density function. Other types of density function correspond to

the points on the curves or to their points of intersection. Each re-

gion (area, curve or point) of the chart is labelled by the correspond-

ing type number of the probability density function. The subscript

L, j, U indicate be11-shpaed, J-shaped and U-shaped curves

respectively. The rr Nil stands for the normal curve. The formulas

for these probability density functions are listed in the.table which

follows the chart together with other pertinent facts.

I:r the application of this to the selection of the density for an

observed statistical table, 0 and "l would be calculated nurner-

ically, the rc,r:) point located on the chart, the type determined

from the labeIs, and the forrnula for that density would be found in

the table. The constants which are found in the formula of the density

are functions of 0 and a3. Finally, the density y = f (t) is

transformedto y=g(X).
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Table I. Surnrnarized Table of Density Functions,

Typ.
No.

Conditions on Parameters Densi ty
Functions

Range of
Variable t Rernark-s

o32 Additional Conditions

Main Types

I

IV

VI

Transitional
Types

"Norrnal Curve "

UI

II

V

VII

VIII

IX

x

elt

e>4

g>4

O=4

Q=4

0lr

e>4

e>4

e< t

1<0<4

0=4

.,jtrnte-zy

ojttnte-zy

>0

>0

>0

=0

>0

=0

>0

-0

>0

>0

=4

>0

o< e< +; rl(3\te - 4 { 4(z+r[e) tnto - r12

"l"o -4

o! ,e -+

0< e< 4

?

"i = e - 4

ffir frl
yo(t - {r) '(rz - t)

,o" 
t' 

l(t+r)'*r') -rne - zntan

ITI -. M, 
\ 

ivo(t-rr) (t*r,

z,-t /z
Y.e,0

,o(o + t)A'-1"-A'

yo(sz -rz) 
M

vo(t+r1-'z(ttt+ti"

IJ:, J-, be11-sha1-reti

Be11- shaped

Be11-.and J-shaped

BeI1- shaped

Be11-' and J-shaped

U- or Be11-shaped

Be11- shaped

Be11- shaped

Bel1^ shaped

J- shaped

J- shaped

J-shaped

J-shaped

'Es]

lr,,rr)

( - oo, ar)

(r.*)
t

(- -, o)

(-A, -)

( -S, S)

(:'r, I oo)

(-*, *)

(rr, rr)

(rr, rr)

(-1, *)

("r'*)

(rr, rr)

'Zt'rrt.

t+::

't 
o{tz 

+ sz) -'o

= 4 (Z+ ^,te) (rte

= 4 (z+ nte) t{o

-1)z

-r)z

:ro(t-r,)

','(r- -'0 z

Yo

,0

-t
e

-Zrn

. -Znr
t)

XI 4<O< 7.84

0=1

(t^, z)'z^

t-l 
*z

XII ,0
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CHAPTIiR IV

IDENTIFICA:| ION OF DENSITY F UNCT]ONS

The cornplete discussion for each frequency type is given in

this chapter. The order in which the types are considered is the

sarrle as the order in which they are listed in the table of Chapter II.

MAIN TYPES:

For e

(Z.U is always

the forrn

(4.r)

'r =

'z=

By substituting the

(4.21 tl =

zbz

values of the

-o, + {D
- G:Z-

+

I, IV, VI.

4 and b- I 0, the denorninator on the right of
Z

quadratic function in t, which we can write in

(bo+blt+ orrt) = bz(t-"I)(t-rr)

in which neitheruI nor tZ can be zero (sinc. b0> 0), and

-bt *

-b1

nbob 
z

4bohz

brs frorn (2.B), we get



t2

(4.3) ,z = 
-'i;ll

)
where O="i-e+4. 'When Ol O, ,r. lrZ andthedifferential

equation (2.1) can be written in the forrn

(4.4) -L.fu= r-' r,^2y dt ,-rI t-r,

By integrating, we get

(4. s|
rn rn

y = yo(t-rt1 t.1t-"r) z

where *1 and *Z are constants which depend on 0 and o3

only.

@.et! *1 -- -[n*Glr -# #

@.t:tr/ ^z=-zlr*rt'rt # fo

Frorn (4.2) and (4.31, we can have the followingi

1/
Se e Section 6.3 , Appendix I.
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1. "I and ,Z are real and opposite in sign, for 0 < 0 < 4 .

Z. tI and ,Z are corrrplex, for 4 < O and "1 
. e - +.

3. =1 and ,Z real and have the same sign, for 4 < 0 and

zar>O-4.

These conditions with another additional condition that

oZ * O, gives us respectively the t'Main Types" of frequency

functions designated I, IV and VI. The points which correspond

to these types fall in sirnply deterrnined areas on the (e, ol)-"n^rt.

And the boundaries of these areas are the curve

(4. 8) "l rc{e - z1 = 4(z+(e )({e - r)z

MAIN TYPE I. For the regions labelled IU, ,j and I",

0<e<4

s+ I

o3+ o

and olfu^tr-rl + a({e + z)({e -lz.

Since we consider c, ) 0 only, we see frorn (4.21 and (4.3) for

!/
See Section 5.5, Appendix I.

!/
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regions ,U and ,j that

and

"l a 0 < ,z

The range is taken to be b r,rr) and then (4.51 is written

ffi, fr,
(4.9) y=y,(t-ri) '.(rr-tl e

It is easily seen thatil the area under the curve is finite only

when -1 *l> 0 and ^Z* 1> 0 andif theseinequalitieshold,

moments of all orders exist.

Frorn (4.6) and (4.7) we have

^/a aa

-t*, =7fiil(I-{6)

*z*, =*6-tr+ffr

In the case 0 < 4, we have

2Z

z=Dai-e+a

or

!/
Se e Section 6.4, Appendix I.
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(4. 10) r*\3 , o

Thus *l*1>0 and -Z*l>0 onlyif e>0, since(2.9)

showsthat 0> 0.

Further the Type I curve will be U-shaped, J-shaped, or

beII-shaped if *l and ^Z are both negative, opposite in sign,

or both pos itive, re spectively.

For o < e < l, o < $. t, and from (4. lo)

(4.rr) o<(r-fr,.,,

hencu *1 = (Z*-ltr-f )-r<0.

For l<e<4, -l ,0 onlyif

#rrrr -ffr,,
or

(4. Lz) "!ft nt, - z) < 4(z+{ eltV e-l)z

AIso, from

.{e a'
rr,z= (iGttt+;fl - r

when I < e < 4, it is sirnilarly seen that ffi, ) 0 only when the



t6

inequality (4. LZ) holds. Thus the curve

(4. L3l or' t, n/. -zl = 4(z + Ve)(n/e-r)z

is tangent to the line ol = O at 0 = 1 and divides the Type I area

on the chart into three parts. On the left lie the points corresponding

to U-shaped curves, above it the points correspond to J-shaped

curves, and on the right they correspond to beII-shaped curves.

MAIN TYPE IV. For

and

e>4,

zo3+ 0,

z

?D = (";-e+4)<0;

, i{o a,*r = -/,tr+"6:Zl *;ffi.{.o
- i{e a^

^z = -z[ r+ m, I Ei15}1 . v'-o

and the m's are corrtplex conjugates. From (4.61 and (4.7), we

obtain

*l = -rn*ni and *Z = -rn-ni



T7

where rn=zlr*#Tl, "={ffi and i=GT.

Frorn (4. Zl and (4.3), we have

-ar+r/D c, -r/O
11 = lfrJ and '2=67

"I=-r*si and "Z=-r-"i

3{5wnere "=VE and "=fd:-/-

Using these parameters, (4.51 becornes

y = yo(t+r - si)-rn*ni. (t+r+isr-rn-ni

= Yo[(t+r)2+s',J 
-* .r{ffit "t

(4. 13 A) t:#l " = ""' 
tan I b/^l

for all real values a,b and c, the frequency function can be written

(4. 14) y = yo[ (t+")z+" 'l -^' 
"znlr/ 

l-tan 

"T'
- 1 f .r-r

= yo."t, [1t+"12+rr] 
-*. 

"-Zntan 

^(?)

9/Using the cornplex identity

q
See Section 6. 6, Appendix I.
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It is readily seen that m ) 0, r ( 0 and

-Zntan 
t(!1")

IIn _ s _ -rn.e < e <e ,

hence the range (-*, *) can be used,

This type corresponds to the region which falls below the line
7

aI = 0 -4 on the chart.
3

MAIN TYPE VL Consider the conditions

0> 4

zar> o - 4

and ,f trVr -z) * a(Vo+ z)(Ve - Dz.

The above conditions define the rernaining area on the chart.

The frequency function is still in the form,

*r ^z(4. L5) V = y0 (t - rl) '. 1t- r r)

which is exactly the same as (4. 5).

Frorn (4.21 and (4.3), we see that ,Z. r I < 0. And from

(4. 6), (4.7 ), we see that ^Z 
a 0 and *l '. 0 acc ordingly as
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'We note that!

(4. r6l ^-rZ=br(rr-"t).rnr) 0

since now bZ , 0, and that

(4.L7) a-rI =bZ("r-rr).rn,

has the sarrre sign as -l because ,Za r I a 0 and "l - "2, 0.

Finally a ( 0, frorn (2. 8).

Thus for o3u 0 and -l , 0, the point t = a on the

aixs of t lies to the right of both t = r, and , = rZ.

The range is taken ("r, -). The curve is be11-shaped when

rn, ) 0. If *I a 0, the curve is J-shaped, and the point t = a

is now lying to the left of , = rl.

In order to have finite area and the first four rnornents exist,

we rnust have

*l*rnz.-5 and -l*l>0.

And sirnilarly for the rrth rnornent to be finite we rnust have

-(mt+rnr)) n* 1,

u
See Section 6. 7, Appendix I.
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which is the same condition as in the case of Type IV, giving the

samedeadline O=7.84.il

If the origin is shifted to the point , =rZ, then we can let

t-rr=z and rl-rZ=r.

For Type VI function, the expression can be obtained by changing

variable from t to z as above,

^z .*r(4. 18) y = y,.z -' lz - rl

the range of variable t is (r, oo) .

THE NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTION.

o=4 and "1 -0.

Under the above conditions, and frorn (2. 8), we have

a = 0, bO = l, bl = 0 and bZ = 0r then (2. l) becomes

By integrating both sides we obtain

L/
See Section 6.8, Appendix I.

Idv_.J - +

ydt



zl

(4. t91

(4, ?0)

-r'/,
Y= Y0'e

which is the norrnal density function. The range is taken to be

( -oo, oo).

TRANSITIONAL TYPE III.

o=4 and o?10
3

These conditions lead us to obtain the values of a and brs in

(2. 8l as follows:

a = -or/z

bo= I

bt = ,u/ z

and bZ= 0 .

Then, by substituting these specific values in (2. l), it becomes

l. gy. = -o,r "y dt Z+art

Let I = ?/ aZ. Then we can write (4.?Ol in the form

(4.2r) I'+=- l'*,t' --A r\z-,'y dt A+t A+t

By integrating both sides and taking anti-logarithrns of the two

mernbers,

(4.22)
2A -t -Aty = yo(t +A)'- . e



z2

Since we are considering only the case o3, 0, then the

range of the variable t is taken to be (-A,-).

It is readily verified that, since g2 -t 4 - 1, then the

conditions at the end of Chapter II are satisfied. For AZ > I

7?
(i. e., for "ia 

q, the curve is bell-shaped; and for A" < I
2or "4, 4, it is J-shaped with an infinite ordinate at t = -A.

TRANSITIONAL TYPE II.

2a^ = Q
5

0 < 0 <4

and e / I.

In this case , (4.2) and (4.3) can be reduced to

(4.231 "t=-* and "r=fr

where D = (-0 + 4) > 0. AIso (4.6) and (4.7) can be reduced to

(4. 24) *r = r,.z= - zlr #- t

which is greater or less than zero according as e >< I .

Then the frequency function is a special case of Type I.

By setting -"1 = "Z = S which is always greater than zera, and

-I = *Z = M which can be either positive or negative, we can



z3

w'rite (4.5) in the forrn

2 ,M
(4.25) y=VO(S" -t')

w-hich is the probability density function of the transitional Type II.

Note that the frequency curve of this type is syrnrnetrical about the

rrrean because a, = 0.

When 0 < 0 < 1, -1 < M < 0 and the curve is U-shaped with

dornain (-S,S). 'W'hen 1< e < 4, 0 < M and the curve is bell-

shaped w-ith the sarne dornain.

Since M>-l for 0<0<4, rnornentsof aIIorderexist

for the density function.

TRANSITIONAL TYPE V.

l4rhen oz* o and D=o or ,1 =r. n, e>4 and

"l = ", = - 1"1. Since the m€s in (4. 5) and (4.7') are not finite,

w'e have to return to the direct integration of (2.0). since the de-

norninator in the right mernber has equal zeros , (2. l) r.tay be w-ritten

(4.26) _L.5]y. = ^-t _ a*r _ t*r
Y dt brft+r)z arlt+,)z br(t+r)z

'z o3
w-here r = -* w-hich is a1w-ays positive, A = andv e-z z({ e_ r)

- n/e-z
h =-"z 4(ve-r)
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Let m=-l+L/ZbZ or .r=*r, then

atr
oz

Substituting the values of bZ and + in terrns of rrr and r
oz

in (4. 26), then it becomes

_1 .fu _ 2(rn+l)
Y dt ft+rlz (t+r)

Integrating both sides, we get

(4. z7l y = yo(t+ r1-z(rn* 1). 
e 
-Zrnrf (t+ r)

which is the probability density function of this type.

Note that r has the same sign as a3. The range is taken

to be (-oo, r) or (-r, m) which depends on whether o3 is

negative or positive. The curve is always bell-shaped.

In order for the ,rth rnornent to exist, we rnust have as usual

4 < e < 7.84, which is leading to the same conclusion as in Type IV or

Type VI case. (See Section 6.8, Appendix I. )

TRANSITIONAL TYPE VII.

o3=o and e>4'



?,5

This may be regarded as a special case of Type IV. Under

the above conditions, we obtain

and

Then the frequency function (4. 14) can be written in the forrn

r=0, "=ffiro
n=0, rn =zlt-#rl > o

. z z.-rnY=Y.(t *s )(4. z8l

The range of variable t is (-*, *).

TRANSITIONAL TYPE VIII.

'zl o

e< I

and ol?4r-rl = 4(z+4el(r/e- r12

The function is a special case of Type I in which rn, ( 0

and *Z = 0. Let m, = Zrn, rn ) 0. Then the frequency function

becomes

(4. z9l . . -?rnY=v'(t-rr)

where rn = r/z A*rr tr -fr1.
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The range is (r r,rr). The curve is J-shaped with an infinite ordi-

nateat t=r, andafiniteoneat t=rZ.

TRANSITIONAL TYPE IX.

o3+o

t< e<4

,l e4r-ry = 4(z+ve)({ o -\2and

(4. 3o)

'We have another special case of Type I function in which

rrr- = 0 and m- = -2rn ) 0. The density function is in the formIZ

. . -?rny = y0(r2-t)

where rn = r/z #-r- (r +# )

The range is still taken to be (r r,rrl. The curve is J-shaped

with finite ordinates at both t = r, and , = ,2.

TRAI{SITIONAL TYPE X.

The frequency function is a special case of Type Il[, which

has the d.ensity function as in (4. ZZ'). For AZ = I or ,1 = n

and O = 4, (4.ZZl can be red.uc "atoil
e/ See Section 6. !, Appendix I.
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-t(4.3r) Y = YO'e

which represents a J-shaped curve with a finite ordinate at t = -I.

The range is (-1, -).

On the chart, the points corresponding to Type III function

faII on the line Q = 4, the Type x function being represented by a

single point (4,41 on this line.

TRANSITIONAL TYPE XI.

and

or* o

4 < e < 7.84, (See Section 6.8)

,f trv. -zl= 4(z+ve)(n/e-r)z

The function is a special Type fV in which -l = 0 and

rn. = -2m ( 0, and we rnay write (4. 15) in the form

(4.321 . . _Zrn
Y =YOlt-tr)

with the range still being (rr, €). The curve is J-shaped with

finite ordinate at t= "l

TRANSITIONAL TYPE XII.

ot* o

and e-l
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If 0 = I, the four linear equations (2.41, (2.51, (2.6) and

(2.71frorn which the values of ", b0, bI and bZ in (2.8) are

derived, are inconsistent. 'W'e can however set the values of (2.8)

in the differential equation (2. 1) and from its lirniting forrn as

0 * I derive the function appropriate to this case.

We obtain

dY=
dt

-2or-4 ({e - r)t

(ve + z1 + ?a3t+ ({e - 4tz
_l_ .

v
(4.33)

and if 0 = l,

(4.341

(4.331 becornes

ldv
vdt

-2ou 2o,

3+zart-tz (t-rtlft-rr)

f .gr 
=ydt

On integration,

(4. 3s)
h, frz

y = y.(t - rt) 'lt - rr)

where ", = o, - J "lr t and ,z= o3+ "[{+ s

Then,

-2o3 . l
,{\ t t1 - I r-

f-r J -'-2
-43.Iw,r *t

where *l = rrrz=
o3
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We observe that ( ", , 0 )

(4.361

^Z = -*l ,0.

Taking the range to be (r r.,rrl, we write (4. 35) as

* r-t 
m?

(4.37) v=yot;i;l

The curve is J-shaped with an infinite ordinate at t = "I. Finally,

we note that for o3 = 0, the special case of Type XII arises. 'W'e

have rnl = ^Z = 0. And the reduced forrn of. (4.37) is

,2, 0, "l

l"rl>l"rl

(4. 38) Y=Y0 (aconstant)

thus including the rectangular (or uniforrn) distribution function

arrrong the Pearson System of Frequency Functions.

Among the discussions, a systern of criteria for the various

types of functions has been set up in terrns of 0 and o3, in

which these parameters may be readily calculated.

The (e, oll-.n^rt which rnakes these criteria visual is

corrrparatively simple to construct and is striking in appearance.

One can conclude that, besides the lines
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0=0

0=1

O=4

0 =7.84

o3=o
)
'i=o-4'and

it contains only the curve

,l rr^tr'l1 = 4(r/e + 4Ne - \2

on which the points corresponding to the functions of rypes vIIr,

IX, X and XI are found.
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CHAPTER V

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Let {X.} be a set of data for which we want to deterrnine the
I

density function of the variable X. The values of X,'s are:

9. r 5. Z 4.5 6.4 4.5 5. i 6.0

5.5 s.6 6.9 4.5 4.9 6.5 4.8

5. 6 8. 0 5.4 7.4 4.0 5.3 4. 6

5.1

At first we need to know o3 and o4 which are defined in

Chapter I. Define

(5. l)
n

B,=-Ltx\KnLJI

i=I

and we have
x._g

L. -1S

??
where s- = 92 - p; Then oI = 0, oZ= L and

or=\ [Pr-rp t9z+zp3rl
S

(5.2)

(5. 3) "n =i lp n-+prs r 
+ 6p zpl- ro!l
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Frorn the use of (5. l), (5.?l and (5.3) with the above data, we have

the following table:

k I ? 3 4

pk

ok

5.6818

0. 0000

33.7973

r.0000

2tt.4t34

r.1666

1393.7320

3.8342

tr'rorn the value of 0 in (2.91

zan-ar-l
0 = 36 ( a *3

4

we can have 0 = I .6693, and "l = (1. t 666f = t.3609.

'W'e find that the point (1.6693, 1.3609) falls on the region of

the chart in Chapter III which corresponds to the Main Typ" I density

function.

Y = Yo(t-tr) '(rr-rl^2

the constants "I, ,2, ^l and ^Z can be computed from (4.21,

(4.31, 14.61 and (4.7), respectively. Then

"l = -l'0661

oZ - 4.3616

*l = -Q'283r

^Z = ].9328
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And the density constant y0 can be calculated by the table in

Appendix II together with the table of Beta-function,

Yo = o' 03531

Finally, the density function which fits these data is in the forrn

f (t) = o. 03 63 r (t + l. 0561 )-0 ' 
283' 

@.t61 5-t) r ' 9328

which can be transformed to the density function g(X) of the

original variable X.
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APPENDIX I

PROOFS AND VERIFICATIONS OF SOME RELATIONS

Contents of Appendix I

5. I Toshowthat 0<0<36.

6. ?, The discussion of the restriction {2,21.

6.3 To obtain the results of (4. 6l and (4.7).

6.4 The necessary conditions for the frequency function

of. (4.9) to have finite area and rnornents of all orders.

6.5 To obtain the relation between 0 and ": in (4. 8).

6.6 Verification of complex identity (4. l3A).

6.7 Verification of (4. l6).

6. 8 Discussion on rrHeterotypic Area" of density

function Types IV, V and VI.

6,9 Reduction of. (4. Z?l to obtain (4. 31).
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6, I TO SHOW THAT 0<36.

By using the fact that

Iir' + rt)2.r(t)dt
r

= a. + 2La- + \243

which is always a non-negative quantity since

r ( t ( s for any real nurnber l" , then

0<

f(t) > 0 and

an* Iar+ Lz

+ol-+on S o,

>0

This requires that,

(6. l. r)

Consider the expression

0=

z
o 4'- o3

zan-ar-L
a *3

4

which can be written in the forrn,

zar*4
(6. L. z) -1 = + - I-a *3

4
a *3

4

Frorn the property of (6. I. l), we see that both of the fractions in
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(6. I. 2l are always positive.

Hence,

(6. 1.3) -l < 0 =

2o4- o3 - I
<Ian* 3

But from (2.9)

o^-o! -, Z

o=3oi#l =36Q2a +)
4

Then, it follows that

R (t) = (b0 + blt + b1t2)tn. f (t) .

The problem is to show that R(r) = R(s) = 6.

0 < 0 < 36. bv (6. 1.3).

6.2 THE DTSCUSSTON OF THE RESTRTCTTON (Z.Z)

- t=s
(bo+b f +bztLft'. r(,) l r=, = o

where b's are real constants, f(t) is a density function, and

r, s are the extrerne values of the variable t. Note that r

and s can be the numbers which belong to the set of extended

real number and n is a finite positive integer. Let
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The expression R(t) can be considered at the extreme

values r, s by the following three cases:

Case I. We had established that we can put the quadratic expression
)in t, bO + b f + b't-, in the form of br(t-r r)(t-rr). If "l

and ,Z are both finite, then tn.t1t1 is bounded. And it is readily

seen that R(t) vanishes at both extreme lirnits of the variable

t( i. e., at t = r, and t = rr), or R(rl) = R(rrl = 0.

Case II. In the case that the extrerne lirnits of variable t are

both unbounded ( i.e., the range of t is (-oo,+oo)), f(t) has to

be in the forrn A(t).e-P(t), and

R(t) = (bo+ b f+bztz)t'a1t1"-p(t) = po{t)e-n(t)

where p(t) is a quadratic polynornial in t and Pk(t) is a

polynomial in t of degree k. The exponential is the pre-

dorninant factor in the product when t is sufficiently large.

Since lirn e-P(t) - o, Iirn R(t1 = 6 .

Itl*- ltl*-

Case III. This is the case which is the combination of the first two.

In sorne types of density functions, the extrerne values of t rnay

not be both finite or infinite (i. e., t rnay have (A, o) as its
?

range). lffe observe that (bO + blt + brt-l vahishes at t = A,
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where ttf(t) is finite at the same point. Note that A is a finite

value. At the same time lim R(t) = 0 by generosity of case two.
t *oO

From these above three possible cases of the extreme values

of t, (r, s), w€ can conclude that

where r and s are the elernents of the set of extended real

numbers.

6.3 TO OBTAIN THE RESULTS oF (.4.61 and (4.7)

'We can write (?.1) in the forrn of (4.21

(6.3. r) r. gy' _ a-t
y dt - b'(t-rr)(t-rr)

By equating the right member to the right of (4.4), we have

R(s) =R(r)=6

(bo+b,t+artz)tt- r(r) J 

t=" 
= o,

t=r

"-t, - -I * ^?
bzft-rr)(t-rr) ,-"t t-rz

t = rrrrft-trl+mr(t-rr)
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which leads us to

-I = (a-rrl/arlrfrzl

(6. zz1

rrrz -- 1a - rr)/brbr-r rl

Substituting for ^, bZ from (2. 8) and ,l,rZ from (4.21, (4' 3) we

obtain 
{e*r= -z,t:+#rf -ff} #

which is the result of. @.61.

By the sarne kind of substitution and algebraic rnanipulation

we can have

,-z=-[tr+#r H #
which is (4.7).

6.4 THE NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR THE FREQUENCY FUNC-
TroN oF (4.9) TO HAVE FTNITE AREA AND MOMENTS OF ALL
ORDERS

(4.91
*r *z

v=Vo(t-rr) ''bZ-tl

where (r r,rr) is the range of the variable t.

The area under this frequency curve can be evaluated by

the definite integral

c' z rn, rn-
(6.4. I) B = J vo(t-rr) t'(rr-tl "dt

"r

which can be separated into the sum of two integrals
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f c In ITI^

(6.4.21 B- |vo(t-"r) '("r-r) "dt+
-'("r-r)*2a,

"r
where "l(."2, 

(since

Consider the first

c - J'rrtr-rr) ' (rr-t) 
zat

"I

n'z
J vo(t-',)

c

'r4'rl'
integral of. $. a.?)

(6.4.31

^zSinc e VO(rr-t1

is finite only when

["1,"], then Cis bounded for all t in

the improper integral

nc ffi,
cr=.1 (t-"r) 'dt

"I

is finite. This irnplies that

Let

-l has to be greater than rninus one.

-'("2-t1 zat

f inite, then tn is

We can say that

p=

function (4.9!..

Since the range of the variable t is

also bounded for any finite positive nurnber n.

whenever the above conditions hold, the integral

tc

J yo(t-r r)
c

*l
Sirnilarly VO(t-rr) ^ is bounded for c ( t 1*2. In order for

D to be finite, mZ has to be greater than rninus one.

We see that the value of B in (6.4. I) is finite if C

and D are both finite. Finally, *l , -l and ^2, -I are

the necessary conditions for obtaining finite area under the frequency
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nTz rn rn

J lott-"r) '(rr-r) z'tndt

"r

always exists. Then the conditions *l , -l and ^2, -l irnply

rnornents of alI orders exist.

6.5 THE EQUATION (4. B) INDICATES THE BOUNDARIES OF THE
IVTAIN T YPES I, IV AND VI

It is already seen frorn (5.4) that *t * I > 0 and mr*I> 0

are the necessary conditions for a freguency function to have finite

area and rnoments of aII orders. Consider the special case that

*l = 0 or *Z = 0. From (4.6) and (4.7) the values of *l and

^z are

(6.5.r) -ztr+mbt.# #
By equatirrg (6.5. 1) to zero we get,

_ r {ea.-?lr-#l =+ ,6+ #
?

4({s- r)z = F
?

Since D=oi-o+4, then
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4({e- \zk\-e + 4) = ,o!

which implies

(6. s.21 ,l e4e-zl = 4({e- r)z(Ve-z)

which is the relation between 0 and "1 found in (4. 8).

6. 6 VERIFTCATTON OF COMPLEX TDENTTTY (4. l3A)

(4. 13 A) f ffit "t 
"2c' 

tan tb/^l

where o, b, c are real and. i = ff

Consider the expression *# ,

a-bi 
^2 

-o'-zabi ^' - ,' -Zabi -pi
ffi= z.l = z,J - z,J =e-

where p = tan-t 7--@'_1 = z't"rr-I (b/ al.
a -b

Then, 
_r

r#] 
., 

= [..p'] 
, 

= uP. = "?.. 
tan '(u/ a)

which is the cornplete verification of. (4.I3 A). And furthermore,
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"zc.tan 
Lro/u) 

= "r"ln/ 
z-tan-Lu,/dl 

= ".. "-zctan'(^/ol

6.7 VERTFTCATTON Or. (4. 16)

(4. 16) 0(a-r = br(r, -rr)rn,

This equation can be obtained irnrnediately from (6.3.21.

Since in this case, rrtrl O, r, < r, < 0 and O ab?,, then each

side of (4, I6) is always positive.

6. 8 D]SCUSSION ON 'IHETEROTYPIC AREA'I OF DENSITY FUNC-
TION TYPES IV, V AND VI

Case I, Type IV.

(4. L4') y = y0.."';1t+, )2+rzl -*." -2n'tan ',*t

where
Ve orV-o

11 = 5(G.-z) ,n = zlr*;$ t

o3
f=-' Ve-z

)and ,=oi -o+4.

The exponential is bounded by .t' in [ --, *] and the

term of highest degree in ,u; 1r*"12*r'] 
-- 

is ,k-2rn. Hence,

GD
Q 

= 

-

" v0-2
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ok = I:t*'r(t)dt

does not exist unless k -2m ( -l or Zrn ) k +1. If ,9 does

not exist while og does exist, let k = B, then

zrn) 9 or l*G# <g/+

which irnplies e < 7. 84.

Case II, Type V.

y = yo.(t+r)-2(rn+1).u Trnt/ (t+t)

a

where r=15+and "=#b'
The exponential terrn tends to one as t tends to infinity.

('* r.
Flence, or. = J t^'f (t)dt, is finite only if

-oo

(4. 27l

k-2(rn+1)<-l

Zrn) k-l .

By substituting the value of m in the above inequality, and let

k=8, weget

?4e- ' 've -2

or 5(e < 14
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whichimplies 0<7.84.

Case III, Type VI; J-shaped.

fr) ffi,
(4. 18) y = y0.z ".(r-r) r

where r1z1cn, z=t-r,

Hence aO(z) does exist unless k * *l f ^Z 
< -1. Since

4(^Je - r ) , then

+P<-k-r

-l l rrr,= - \ie.z-

6.9 REDUCTTON OF (4.ZZl TO OBTATN (4. 3r)
?

(4.2?,1 y = y0.(t+A)A -1. e-At

/1oo. ^oo k*rn_*rn^
oo(r) = J ,ot{t)d,= .- vo J 

( , ' 'rrurrns of lower degree)dz.
rr

which leads to the same condition, e < 7.84.

Finally, frorn these three cases, we conclude that for thu 8th

rnornent to exist we rnust have e < 7 . 84. And the area where

e > 7.84, we call the I'Heterotypic Area'r which is next to the re-

gions corresponding to the Main Types fV, V and VI.
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Under the condition A = I and (t+ A) is finite, the fre-

quency function (4.221 can be reduced to

(4. 3l )
-t

Y = YO'e
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APPENDIX II

VALUE AND EVALUATION OF DENSITY CONSTANTS

The values of the density constants (vo) which correspond.

to each type of density functions in the table of Chapter III are listed

consecutively by types as follows:

Type no. Density constants (VO)

rn-*rn^*t -I
I [P(*t+ t,rnr*t)(rr-rr) t z 

]

IV

VI

r0/
s2*-lIcta*-z ,z,,l I

m.*m^tl _,
[(rr-rr) 

L z 
P(rr.l+1,-ml -rnz-t)] -l

tz.,rl-lz

oA2" -o' [. (ez)] - 1

[ (zs )2M+' p (r*r, M+r)]

(zrrnlz^+I J r1z..r*t)] -1

sz--'.("r)[lffi"r fzT-t ,, -t

rrNorrnaltl

III

u

V

Vil

-lV rn. value of G function can be found frorn the Table for
statisticians and Biornetricians, cambridge univ. press, part I,
Znd edition (1924), p. lxxxi.
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Type no.

IX

x

XI

XII

These constants are

Type III and Typ. XII as the

Density c onstants (VO)

(I-2rn) (rZ-rr,'*-t

e-l

(Zrn- l)(tZ- ,r)'-'-

lkz- rr)P ( l-^2, t+..rr)J - I

not all verified here. We will pick

exarnples of evaluation of yO.

TYPE III.

(4. Z?,)

Then,

(7. r)

2

y = yo(t+a)A -1. e-At

t e (-A,m)

i
=yo

^6 Z

\ t.+A)A -I.e-Atdt
"r_A

?Let z=A(ttA) or t=(,2-A')/x.

By substituting into (7. 1), we have

C* eZ
\z,/0

r(ez)

1 = (i,te1Az-t
Yo 'o

zzA.-AeA

,3Az
C ,A

(7 .2) . 
"-r* 

A'. (r/ A)d.z =
-l -z -'e dz
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.L? -.Lz
Finally, ,^ = 4{-0 _ ..2.

where tr (n) = f 
*r'- l. 

"-'d.r, the garnma function.
Jo

, ,.tz D,
+ = [ " (r, - t) z.(t - rr) -z 

a,Yo '", '

I = f' .-zl 2',
Yo Jo

TYPE XII.

r-t^Z-)
(4.37) v=yo[r_"-f

I

Then,

r (ez)

Let t - ,I = (, ?-r ,1. 
z, therefore

,Z-t - (rZ- "t) - kZ-, Ll', = kZ-rr). (1-z)

(7 .zl

(7 .3)
-m,

o (r Z ,)d, = (, Z-r I )' P( | -r2, I*rr,

nl
where P (rrr, rr) = P (rr, -) = J ,*(l -rynd,r, the beta-function.

0




